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Introd uction 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the changes which have 

taken place in agriculture in the century of Japan's modern economic 

growth. For this purpose, the thesis of turning-points will be used. 

In using this concept, the central problem which confronts us is, I 
believe, that of finding consistency between "historical " turning-points 

and "theoretical " turning-points. 

The concept of a turning-point in economic growth was first 
established by Arthur Lewis in his well known artlcle " Unlirmted 
Labour : Further Notes " [4] . It is the point at which the economy 

turns from the first stage of development with an unlimited supply of 

labour towards the second stage of development with a limited supply 

of labour. Agriculture was treated as a most important component of 
the "subsistence sector" (versus the "capitalist sector") in his two-sector 

model. He discu~sed the peasant econonry in some detail as the source 

of an unlimited supply of labour during the first stage of economic 

development. 
Since then, not a few authors have followed this line of thought 

and the concept of a turning-point has become popular in the field of 

development economics. An outstanding example of the u~e of this 
concept is found in the more sophistibated model presented by Fei and 

Ranis [l] . They developed not only an overall analysis of the economy 

but also a detailed scrutiny of agriculture. They no doubt contributed 

much to furthering the theoretical aspects of Lewis' original idea. In 

my view, however, the thesis of a turning-point seems to be inade-
quately used in applying their theoretical model to historical realities. 

This is particularly so with respect to agriculture in discussing the 

Japanese experience. In their analysis, the turning-point is demarcated 

at about 1917, implying that at that time Japanese agriculture entered 

into the process of modernization. One may intuitively cast doubts 
about this assertion, because from that time to the present the place of 
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472 The Developing Economies 
agriculture in the Japanese economy, as most Japanese economists 
believe, has remained extremely backward, and is far from being com-

pletely modernized. This may serve well to illustrate that there are 

difficulties in treating the changing place of agriculture in terms of the 

general theory of turning-points. 

In a model of this type it is assumed that the turning-point in 

economic growth should coincide with the turning-point in agriculture ; 

during the first stage real wage rates will be equal to the subsistence 

level which is assumed to b~ kept unchanged with regard to agriculture, 

and at the turning-point this mechanism will cease to work and from 

then on real wage rates will rise in parallel with the trend of increase 

in the marginal productivity of labour, which must now be equal 
between agriculture and the non-agricultural sector. This is the simplest 

statement of what is implied in the theory of this type with regard to 

a process of equilibrium growth. The turning-point in agriculture is 

marked by the point at which the marginal principle begins to work : 

the commercialization point in Fei=Ranis terminology. The problem 
for us is that this point is assumed in theory to coincide with the point 

at which real wage rates begin to increase in the industrial sector, and 

that in reality this assumption is not warranted. 

It is interesting to remind ourselves that Lewis himself had a much 

more flexible attitude in applying his thesis to the historical process of 

economic growth, and that he rightly admitted the possibility of wage 

rates rising even before the economy arrives at the turning-point. In 
fact, with respect to Japan, he suggested the turning-point to be some-

where in the 1950's, despite recognizing an actual increase in real wage 

rates after World War I. Although he gave no explicit explanation 
concerning the turning-point in agriculture, Lewis' flexible attitude is 

suggestive for our approach. In my own view, it seems risky to apply 
theoretical models directly to the historical realities without " stylizing " 

them adequately. The a priofi assumption of a coincidence between 

the turning-point of agriculture and that of the whole economy, I 
believe, requires Lurther scrutiny in the light of the Japanese experience, 

First, in Section I. I will apply our phasiology in stylizing the 

historical complexities. Japan presents an Asian example of developed 

" traditional " countries with a lohg pre-modern history before its start 

to modern economic growth. Our operational hypothesis is that an 
interplay between the modern elements and the traditional elements 

brought forth basic changes in the growth pattern and economic struc-

ture of such a country. When these changes form identifiable and 
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relatively unified periods, these periods are defined as gl~owth phases. 

The dating, identification, and historical explanation of these phases 

were the major tasks which Henry Rosovsky and I attempted in a 
previous joint paper [5]. In it, agriculture was treated as the most 

important traditional sector. I believe it is useful to begin with the 

discussions that follow by referring to this phasing. 

Second, in Section 11, the discussions will be concentrated on 
agriculture. The possibility of defining a turning-point in this particular 

sector will be explored in some detail in the light of the historical 

facts of Japanese , agriculture. In so doing, attention will be focussed 

in particular on three elements of the traditional features of agriculture : 

production organization, human behaviour, and the type of technological 

advance. 

Pinally, in Section lll, what has taken place in the non-agricultural 

sector will be observed in a m. ost simplified manner, and the relation 

between the possible turning-point in general economic growih and 
that of agriculture will be discussed. In so doing, instead of treating 

the non-agricultural sector as a homogeneous modern sector, a division 

of this sector into two sub-sectors seems useful : the genuinely modern 

sector and the semi-modern sector. Along this line of thought, there 

will be suggested in conclusion the possibility of a coincidence between 

the historical turning-point and the theoretical turning-point, with both 

agriculture and non-a~riculture consistently included. 

I. GROWTH PHASES AND DISCONTlNUITY 

The growth phases were identified historic~illy in a previous paper 

written with Rosovsky as follows : [5] 

A. The First Phase of Modern Economic Growth, 1868-1905 
I. Transition, 1868-1885 

H. Initial Modern Economic Growth, 1886-1905 
B. The Second Phase of Modern Economic Growth, 1906-1952 

III. Differential Structure : Creation, 1906-1930 

IV. Differential Structure : Economic and Political Consequences, 

, 1931-1952 
C. The Third Phase of Modern Economic Growth, 1953- ? 

V. Post-w~r Growth, 1953lpresent 
A growth phase is not an arbitrarily selected interval of years ; it 

must conform to certain analytical principles. Following Simon Kuznets' 

concept of modern economic growth with his criteria for identiLying it, 
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we tried to apply what he has called the minimum requirements for a 

" stage theory " [7] . In brief, what we have done can be stated as 
follo~s : 

The years between 1868, the MeJ"i Restoration, and 1885, the end 

of the Matsukata Deffation, form the transition. It seemed to us that 

in 1868 modern economic growth became a national objective and that 

the actual beginning of such growth took place in 1886. Thus the 
transition is defined as an interval of a lag between the adoption of a 

national objective and the beginning of its achievement. Leaving out 

discussion of the transition period, three major growth phases are 
relevant here. The first, Iasting from 1886 to 1905, the end of the Russo-

Japanese War, is characterized by the simultaneous growth of the 
modern and traditional sectors. The modern growth was largely 
dependent upon tlle growth of the traditional sector, and agriculture 

constituted the core of the traditional economy. The second growth 
phase, Iasting from 1906 to 1952, including the war and the subsequent 

post-war rehabilitation period, is characterized by the independent and 

vigorous growth of the modern sector, concentrating on light industries, 

while development in the traditional sectors lagged. Rapidly growing 

modern sectors and lagging traditional sectors created what we have 
called the "differential structure" and its first sub-phase (III) is identified 

as belonging to the years 1906-1930 : around 1931 artificial heavy 
industrialization due to military mobilization began, and the subsequent 

years until around 1952 are demarcated as the second sub-phase of 

abnormal nature. The Japanese economy made a fresh start after 
World War 11 and the third growth phase began in about 1953, and 
will last for some years to come. It is characterized by a further 

expansion of the modern economy centring on heavy industries. A 
possibility was suggested in this previous paper that during the third 

phase the traditional elements will be dissolved if the economy succeeds 

in growing further. 

What concerns us most is an inxplicit recognition of a sort of 

"turning-point" from one phase to another in the years of 1885-1986, 1905 

=1906, 1930-1931, and 1952-1953. These I would like to call the histol~ical 

turning-points in terms of growth phases, as distinguished from turning-

points theoretically deflned. In the previous paper, the dating of these 

historical turning-points was first given from the broad historical aspect 

and then endorsed statistically in terms of the troughs which were 

identified with respect to the long-swings in the rate of output growth. 

If one agrees with us in recognizing that all these phases are distinctive 
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enough　in　their　characteristics　and　that　they　beεしr　cert＆in　historical

relationships　between　the　preceding　Phεしse　and　the　succeeding　Phase，

then　these　historical　turn沁g－points　will　have　proper　meaning。It三s

beyond　the　scope　of　this　paper　to　（iescribe　these　in　enough　detail　to

clarify　the　historic＆1meaning　of　each　tuming．point，However，I　think

it　is　desirable　at　least　to　answer　the　question　of　why　these　tuming．

points　can　actually　be　distinctly　identi五ed。

　　　The　endogenous　relationships　between　the　modemαnd　the　tradi－

tional　sectors　cαnnot　necessarily　be　assumed　to　change　in　a　discontinuous

manner．If　they　appeared　in　a　continuous　way　without　making　breaks

over　t量me，there　could　be　no葺ユeans　of　identifying　the　turning－points．

In　the　Japanese　case　of　modem　economic　growth，however，there
actually　is　discontinuity　an（l　it　is　statistically　reβected　by　the　output

pattem　of　long－swings．What　are　the　underlying　mechanisms　which

create　altemations　of　upswings　and　downswings？　This　is　a　question

very　dif五cult　to　answer　in　ful1，But　a　central　driving　force　is，I　be1圭eve，

the　changes　in　the　rate　of　capital　formation．Statistical　evldence　is　llot

lacking．The　proportion　of　gross　domestic丘xed　investment　in　GNP　is

a　most　convenient　indicator　for　this．　During　the　initial　phase　from

1890ヤ1905　（no　data　are　ava三1able　for　the　years　before　1890），this　pro・

portion　was　kept　almost　unchanged　a亡a　level　of14－15％．In1905－1906

it　began　to　rise　rapidly　for　the　丘rst　time　and　reached　some　19％　in

1911．　During　the　second　phase　the　proportion　fluctuated　up　and　down，

but　not　much，and　it　never　substantially　exceeded　a．1evel　of20％until

the　next　turning－point　in1930－1931．　From　then　on　it　again　rose　sharply，

reaching30％in1938，the　peak　year．In　the　post－war　phase　itαgain

started　to　increase　from25％　in1953，　rose　very　shαrply，and　arrived

at　a　record　high　of　so∬｝e40％呈n1960－1961，［These　datings　and　figures

all　refer　to　the　smoothed　ser呈es　of　seven．year（五ve．year　for　post、war

years）moving　averages　based　on　［9］．］　The　intervals　during　which

the　rate　of　capital　formation　rises　sharply　are　called　investment　spurts．

Except　for　the　βrst　one　in　1885－1986，all　the　historical　turning・points

mentioned　above　were　the　starting・points　for　each　investment　spurt，

　　　Now，in　the　light　of　the　historical　pattern　of　econom三c　growth

described　above，1et　us　consider　the　problem　of　apPly三ng　the　theoretical

concept　of　a　turning－po㎞t　to　reality．

　　　F圭rst，the　theoretical　models　of　long－term　economic　growth　generally

treat　the　time齢path　as　a　‘07zあπ㍑oz65　process，so　that　the　point　of　ex卿

hausting　the　unlimited　supplies　of　labour　is　given　on　a　uniform　line　of

growth　trend；血ere　is　assured　no　possibility　of　identify三ng　such．a　point

凶
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distinctly. The discontinuity to be found historically is therefore a 

prerequisite for providing such a possibility. This prerequisite cannot 

always be assumed to exist. The historical turning-points stated above 

are accordingly 0L great significance in suggesting that such a possibility 

can be expected in Japan's case. 

Second, however, we have to note that the historical turning-point 

does not necessarily coincide with the theoretical one. Moreover, there 

is a risk of conLusing the two. For example, the fir~t investment spurt 

which marked the beginning of the second growth phase was followed 

by the World War I boom. During this p6riod a shortage in the labour 

supply was felt temporarily ; a shift in the labour force from agriculture 

to the rest of the economy was accelerated ; and money wage rates 
tended to rise. The real rates thus showed a rise later on due to the 

downward rigidity, as commodity prices turned to fall after the end of 

the war. The turning-point around 1917 suggested by Fei=Ranis, in 

my view, seen}s to be derived from these swing phenomena. Actually, 

in each growth phase, the rate of increase in the demand for labour 
generally tends to be accelerated during the upswings, while it is decel-

erated during the downswings. The real di~iculty therefore lies in the 

task of distingtiishing the t7'end phenomena Lrom the swing phenomena. 

We refer to these facts as trend phenomena, meaning thereby the 
lasting structural changes which transcend the swing phenomena. 

ll. THE TURNlNG-POlNT IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Among the historical turning-points mentioned above with respect 

to growtll phases, Iet us pay particular attention to the post-war one. 

The reason for this is that from around 1952-1953 there began a distinct 

and sustained decrease in the labour force engaged in agriculture and 

such a phenomenon was never noticed in the preceding three turning-

points. One may doubt whether the post-war change will be sustained 
even after the end of the spurt, because, as llas previously been suggested, 

in a spurt period of the economy the rate of labour shift tends to be 

accelerated. In my view, based on an observation of trends, however, 

the recent decrease in the agricultural labour force will continue in the 

future as a basic tendency, thougll 0L course the tempo may fluctuate 

according to the possible swings of the economy. 

The historical turning-point in agriculture can be defined in various 

ways according to different conceptual frames. In the light of the 

above-mentioned experience in Japan, I believe it is most reasonable to 
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define　this　tuming・point　in　terms　of　the　labour　force　performance、I

would　like　to　identify　it　byもhe　poillt　from　which　the　labour　force

engaged　in　agriculture　begins　to　decline　as　a　trend　phenomenon．This

implies　that　the　growth　of　the　non－agricultural　sector　arrives　at　a　point

at　which　the　demand　for　labour　in　this　sector　can　only　be　fully　met

by　a　labour　shift　out　ofαgriculture．Whatisits　signi丘cancewithrespect

to　the　stmctural　changes　within　agriculture？　To　answer　this　question

is　the　major　aim　of　this　section、

　　　　First，1et　us“describe”　the　basic　h呈storical　fact3which　Japanese

agriculture　manifested　before　arriving　at　a　tuming－point．They　can　be

stated　as　follows＝

　　　　（1）　The　numbers　of　the　labour　force　engaged　in　agricultu∫e　were

kept　more　or　less　unchanged（except　for　the　abnormal　period　immediately

following　the　late　war）．

　　　　（2）．．The　acreage　of　arable　Iand　was　maintained　almost　unchanged

（except　in　Hokkaid6where　a　considerable　amount　of　reclamation　took

place），so　that　the　fa6tor－proportion　with　regard　to　land　stock　and　Iabour

remained　almost　constant　in　the　aggregate．

　　　　（3）Within　agriculture，thedistributionpattemof　farm　sizechanged

little．No　sizeable　shift　from　smaller　to　larger　farms　was　witnessed　l

instead，a　ten4ency　of　concentrating　towards　medium－size　farms　was

Seen　tO　a　Certain　eXtent，

　　　　（4）　Owner　farmers　remained　the　core　of　the　land　system，although

tenancy　extended　to　a　considerable　extent　under　the　traditional　land『

10rdism，

　　　　（5）　Inputs　of　working　and　fixed　capital　increas6d　considerably

accompanying　an・三ncrease　inっutput　and　labour－productivity　under　the

sustained　production　organization　of　the　traditional　type　characterized

by（3）and（4）above．

　　　　These丘ve　characteristics　have　been　discussed　in　much　detail　and

the　reader　is　requested　to　refer　to　sources　［3］　and　［：6コ　if　necessary．

Here　I　want　to　discuss　these　characteristics　in　their　relevance　to　the

pattem　of　technological　advance　and　human　behaviour。In　brief，the

type　of　technological　progress　in　Japan’s　agriculh皿e　can　basically　be

characterized　by　itsπ6％診7ηZ勿孟05‘αZ6げ血”7z乞πg，meaning　thereby

that　the　productivity　of　input　differs　little　among　farms　of　various

scales，small　and　large．This　tシpe　is　naturally　supposed　to　take　place

where　and　when　the　major　input　is　of　a　perfectly　divisible　nature。

　　　　In　terms　of　the　growth　phases　stated　in　the　previous　sec恒on，the

place　of　agriculture　changed　basically　between　the　initial　phaseαnd　the

1
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second　phase．　From　the　standpoht　of　technology　in　particular，the

initial　phase　was　characterized　by　a　nation－wide　diffusion　of　the　tradi・

tional　technology　selected　from　the　backlog　inherited　from　the　pre－modem

Tokugawa　period，while　from　the　beginning　of　the　second・phase　a　new

application　of　modem　science　appeared　to　have　been　ef〔ective　in　estab・

lishing　a　system　of　technology　apPropriate　to　Jαpanese　agri“ulture。

What　concems　us　here，however，is　not　the　distinction　as　suchbetween

the　two　phases，but　rather　their　similarities．　It　goes　without　saying

that　a　renewed　di鉦usion，of　the　traditional　technology　was　ef［ective

because　it　met亡he　requirement　of　the　unchanged　production　organization

inherited　from　the　pre－modem　period．The　later　development　of＆pplying

modem　science　was　directed　not　along　new　lines　but　towards圭mproving

agricultural　technology　of　the　traditional　nature－better　methods　of

cultivation，improvements　of　seeds　and　fertilizers，etc．，all　of　which　were

designed　to五t　the　traditional　farming　system．Thus，from　the　present

point　of　view，Japan，s　agricultural　technology　up　to　the　tuming－point

can　be　basica11y　characterized　by　its　perfect　adaptation　to　the　production

organization　of　the　tra（iit三〇nal　type．

　　　　The　traditiollal　production　organization　has　often　been　ca11ed　a

remarkable　example　of　the　land－saving　type．This　is　true．However，

if　we　tum　our　eyes　to　the　relation　between　the　type　of　technology　and

the　organization．of　production，the　aspect　in　which　it　dif［ers　should，I

believe，be　emphas圭zed．　The　previousIy・mentioned　nature　of　scaIe－

neutrality　appears　to　be　of　most　importance．The　eH！ect　of　inputs　such

as　fertilizers，improved　seeds，insecticides，etc．，is　supposed　to　bring

forth　no　distinction　between　sma11－scale　farming　and　large－scale，because

these　have　almost　perfect　divisibility　in　their　technical　nature，Statistical

evidence圭s　not　lacking．Measurements　of　production　functions　of　the

Cobb・Douglas　type＆pplied　to　such　basic　crops　as　rice，wheat，and　barley

for　several　yeaτs　in　the1930’s　show　almost　without　exception　that　the

sum　of　produc亡ion　elasticities　is　very　close　to　un圭ty；that　is，a　prevalence

of　a　production　situation　apProximately　e（lual　to　a　constant　return　to

scale［8］．

　　　　Important　is　the　interrelationship　which　is　supposed　to　have　been

obtained　between　the　traditional　organization　of　production　and　the

agricultural　technology　of　this　type。Almost　the　entire　increase（but　no

more　than　this　increase）in　the　agricultural　labour　force　was　absorbed

by　the　development　of　the　non－agricultural　sectoL　With　this　given

con（lition，　technological　advances　of　the　neunnl　type　in　agriculture

contributed　to　all　classes　of　farmers　almost　unifomly　with　the　eflect
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that　the　traditional　organization　faced　no　substantial　dissolving　forces

from　technological　innovations30wner－cultivated　family　farms－the　core

of　Japαn7s　land　sy・stem－contributed　much　towards　implementing　and

diffusing　the　advanced　technology　of　this　type，and　thus　maintained　alld

even　developed　traditional　sma11－scale　farming．

　　　　Under　such　conditions，the　attitude　and　behaviour　of　the　people「

must　have　been　characterized　by㌃radition．Even　confilling　comments

to　the　topics　relevant　to　economics，there　are　too　many　to　be　discussed

here．For　the　specific　purpose　of　this　paper，the　points　that　follow

aτe　most　important．

　　　　（1）　The　traditional　household　system　under　a　system　of　primo－

geniture　was　maintai真ed　almost　unchanged　within　the　realm　of　the

traditional　community；the　head　of　the　household　and　the　dependent

fam圭1y　membeηs　were　clearly　distinguished　in　status。

　　　　（2）　The　pattem　and　level　of　living　was　kept　traditiollally　within

this　household　system，and　this　constituted　the　means　by　which　th6

“agrarian”basis　of　Japan’s　social　stmcture　was　maintained，

　　　　（3）　There　was　a　social　basis　for　accepting　the“agrarian　principle”

as　distinguished　from　the　general　economic　pr玉nciple　in　the　popular

mind　and　in　Govemment　policy；the　law　of　technological　advance　must

be　d遜erent　in　agriculture　from　that　of　industry，sm＆11・scale　family

farming　is　the　best　form　of　organization　for　agriculture，etc．

　　　　Tヒe　basic　condition　which　mainta呈ned　these　behaviours　and　attitudes

is，I　believe，highly　relevant　to　that　which　sustained　the　traditional

production　organization．In　my　view，this　condition　is　the　constancy

o至factor－proportion　with　respect　to　the　land　stock　per　unit　of　labour

force　as　was　provided　to　agriculture　in　a　sustained　mamer　in　Japan’s

modem　economic　growth．
　　　　Our　second　topic　concerns　the　post－war　experience．Much　has

been　said　about　the　Land　Reform　which　was　carried　out　during　the

Occupation　period．　Trαdit呈onα11andlordism　was　dissolved　with　the

effect　that　the　status　of　owner　farmers　was　greatly　strengthened．　It　is

also　important　to　note　that　the　traditional　household　system　was　legally

and　socially　revised，毛ogether　with　the　abolition　of　primoge11量ture。I　am

ready　full　to　recognize　the　important　effects　which　these　institutional

and　social　reforms　brought　forth　in　changing　the　place　of　post．war

agriculture．However，what　is　more　important　for　the　present　purpose

is　the　fact　t五at　all　these　resulted　to　a　considerable　extent　in　sustaining

sma11．scale　farming．Up　to　the　present，the　aggregate　decrease　in　the

agricultural　labour　force　seems　to　have　accompanied　only　a　slight　sign

墨
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of　change　in　the　d呈sセibution　of　farm　size　in　favour　of　larger　farms．

　　　　On　the　other　hand，significant　changes　have　taken　place　in　the

type　of．technological　advance　inかost－war　agriculture．There　is　empir呈cal

evidence　for　contending　that　a　scale　economy　apPeαre（玉in　recent　years；

productivity　of　input　tends　to　be　Iarger　as　the　size　of　farm　increases．

This　must　be　highly　relevant　to　the　mechanization　and　diversification

of　post－war　farming。Japan’s　agricultural　machines　are　of　a　very　small

scale　by　international　standar（三s，but　once　they　are　effectively　introduced

into　the　system　of　farming　technology，a　distinct　economy　of　scale

appears。Diversi丘cation　towards　livestock　farming　presents　another　factor

which　leads　to　producing　an　economy　of　scale．Again　statistical　ev三dence

is　not　lacking＝the　annua1526プη8ヒyげ勘”，zπo％5εんoZ45compiled　by　the

Ministry　of　Agriculture　and　Forestry　can　in　general　be　used　for　this

purpose。In　a　more　sophisticated　way，the　measuremenちof　agricultural

production　functions　broadly　indicates　a　possibility　of　increasing　return

to　scale　［8コ．　Such　a　change　in　the　type　of　technology圭s，I　think，the

most　decisive　factor　in　transfoming　Japanese　agriculture　for　the　future．

　　　　Can　we　give　a　reasonable　explanation　for　a　concurrent　occurrence

of　such　a　change　in　technology　and　of　the　dec1玉ne　in　the　agricultural

Iabour　force？　At　first　glance，it　seems　very　easy　to　say“yes”in　terms

of　the　substitution　of　labour　by　capitaL　Actually，however，it　is　not　so

simple。The　heavy　industrialization　of　the　Japanese　economy，accom．

panied　by　a　rapid　rise　in　the　income　level　of　the　people，no　doubt

brought　in“induced　effects”on　agriculture　in　terms　of　techno1ogy　and

demand　for　output．With　the　unchanged　scale　of　farming，therefore，

mechan量zation　alld　diversification　did　begin　to　take　place　as　a　path．

breaking　force．　These　cannot　simply　be　interpretedαs　the　direct　result

of　a　labour　shortage，although　an　accelerated　outflow　of　the　agricultural

working　force，especially　among　young　workers，certainly　encouraged

the　diffusion　of　mechanized　farming．

　　　　Atrendofdecreaseintheagricultura11＆bourforcehasundoubtedly
been　caused　by　a　rapid　increase　in　the　demand　for　Iabour　in　the　non．

agricultural　sector．　But　it　has　certainly　been　encouraged　by　a　reduced

social　rigidity　in　the　new　social　environment　of　post－war　Japan．In

genera1，people’s　behaviour呈n　the　rural　community　tended　to　change

the　long・sustained　traditional　patterns；　their　con丘dence　in　the　agrarian

principle　seems　to　be　fading　away．The　production　organization　based

on　traditional　family　farming　began　to　show　signs　ofちransformation

towards　modemization，although　with　di伍culties　in　adapting　to　the　new

situationduetoinstitutionallags．Afurtherchangeinthefactor．
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proportion　with　respect　to　the　man－1and　ratio，together　with　a　further

change　in　the　type　of　farm圭ng　technology　which　is　already　oτiented

towards　enlarging　the　farm－size，will　encour4ge　farmers　towards　modem．

izing　Japapese　αgriculture．

　　　　The　shift　performance　of　the　labour　fbrce　has　previously　been

adopted　in　identifying　the　tuming，point　in　agriculture。It　is　now　clear

that　it　implies　fQr　the　most　part　the　associated　changes　in　the　basic

structure　of　agriculture　concerning　the　production　organization，human

behaviour　and，in　particul＆r，the　type　of　farming　technology㌔　D皿ing

the五rst　long　Phase　before　the　turning－point，the　technological　advance

characterized　by　scale　neutrality　was　dominant　and　the　second　long

phase　which　just　recently　started　will　be　dominated　by　farming　tech・

nology　which　advances　scale　economy，

IIL　TURNING－POINTS・HISTOR【CAL　AND　THEORETICAL

　　　　The　turning．point　previously　defined　with　respect　to　agriculture　is

of　a　historical　nature．Does　it　coincide　with　the　theoretical　one？The

latter　is　the　point　at　which　agriculture　ceases　to　be　the　source　of　an

unlimited　supply　of　labour．Up　to　that　point　the　supply　price　of　labour

is　determined　by　the　subsistence　level　prevailing　in　this　sectorシbut　now

the　increased　marginal　productivity　of　labour（due　to　a　decre＆se　in　the

labour　force，　assuming　a　production　function　of　decreasing　return）

becomes　equal　to　the　subsistence　leve1．From　that　point　on　the　wag6

rates　rwill　be　seen　to　be　equal　to　the　marginal　productivity　of　labour

within　the　whole　economic　system．The　peculiar　place　of　agriculture

will　disapPear　because　the　marginal　productivity　of　labour　in　agriculture

will　be　equal　in　equilibrium　to　that　of　the　non－agricultural　sector，

Considering　these　properties　of　the　theoretical　tuming・point，onεwill

intuitively　dec1圭ne　to　identi∫y　its　co呈ncidence　with　the　historical　one

simply　because　of　the　previously　recognized　f＆ct　th就　the　traditional

organization　of　productio∬　changed　little圭n　the　post－war　years，even

after　the　historical　tuming．point　occurred．In　my　view，however，such

anegativeattitudecanbe批1te苓edif・neism・redeliberateinc・nsidering
the　problem．How　can　we　form　a　bridge　between　the　two？

　　　　The　answer　will　be　found　in　the　fact　that　the　non－agricultural

sector　is　not　homogeneously　modem　but　rather　heterogeneousl　in　contain。

ing　both　modem　and　traditignal　elements．　There　isαmple　evidence

for　this，both　historical　and　current．　The　problem　is　therefore　how

one　can　modify　the　theoretical　frame　in　order　to五t　Japanese　reality・

調『
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　　To　begin　with　the　empirical　facts，Iet　us　remind　ourselves　of　what

has　been　previously　described　in　Section　II　in　discussing　the　growth

phases。The　dichotomy　used　there（traditiollal　versus　modem　sectors）

now　deserves　further　consideration．For　the　initial　phase　of　the　simu1－

taneous　growth　of　the　modenl　and　traditional　sectorsンthe　（iepen（ience

of　the　modem　sector　upon　the　traditional　economy　was　pointed　out．

This　implies　historical　complexities　which　camot　be　fully　explained

here。But　what　is　essential　in　the　present　context　is　that　the“modem”

sector　was　actually　composed　of　both　the　modem　and　traditional　elements

and　was　not　genuinely　modem。　It　depended　upon　a　labour　force，

mostly　young　and　single，unseparated　from　rural　households．Technology

was　not　fully　mechanized，often　depending　much　on　material　supplies

from　agriculture，Organization　of　production　was　close　to　that　of　the

factory　system　but　on　a　small　scale，and　capital　intensity　was　not　much

higher　than　the　traditiollal　leve1。　These　properties　can　be　categorically

distinguished　from　the　genuinely　modem　ones。For　lack　of　adequate

terminology，I　would　Iike　to　call　them“semi－modem．”　As　a　matter　of

fact，the　genuillely　modem　sector　was　merely　an　enclave，and　the　semi．

modem　sector　was　dominant　during　the　initial　growth　phase．With

respect　to　the　relation　between　the　traditional　sector　and　the　semi－modern

sector，the　notion　of　unl垣1ited　supPlies　of　labour　can　be　apPlied　to　the

initial　phase。　Statistical　evidence　圭s　not　lacking；　real　wage　rates　in、

creased　at　a　very　slow　pace　until　around　the　time　of　the　turlling－point

三n1905－1906．

　　The　rate　o∫increase　of　capital　intensity－a　basic　indicator　of

modemization－marks　a　tum　just　around　this　time　l　although　it　rose　at

a　very　slow　pace　durillg　the五rst　phase　from　this　date　it　began　to　show

a　sharp　rising　trend　corresponding　in　time　to　the　first　investment　spurt

mentioned　in　Section　I．In　that　section　the　second　growth　phase　was

characterized　by　a　d造erential　structure，meaning　thereby　the　independent

and　vigorous　growth　of　the　modem　sector　with　the　traditional　sector

lagging　rather　far　behind。Now，in　our　new　framework，the伽4ψ8ア246π≠

growth　is・to　be　exclusively　applied　to　the　genuinely　modem　sector．

Again　the　historical　realities　are　complex，but　it　may　be　categorically

allowable　to　characterize　this　sector　by　certain　properties　such　as　mech－

anized　technology，a　larger　scale　of　production　organization，（iependence

on　the　modem　working　force（including　skilled　labour）separated　from

the　traditional　household　economy，P　and　above　a11，a　greater　intensity　of

capita1．Historically，the五rst　investment　spurt　seems　to　imply　a　real

inauguration　of　such　a　modem　sec亡or．In　this　sense，it　marks　a　tuming一
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po三導of　great　sign田cance　to　Japan’s　modem　ecollomic　grQwth・Follow－

ing　h圭s　original　notion　of　the“illitial　big　spurt，”I　would　like　to　call

it　the　“Gerschenkron　point”　［2］，although　his　notion　is　not　exactly

same　as　ours，
　　　　What　concerns　us　further　is　the　fact　that　the　unlimited　supply　of

Iabour　did　not　cease　at　this　point　but　rather　continued　to　exist　sub・

stantially　in　the　subsequent　years．　The　semi．modem　sector　developed

further　during　this　second　phase，st圭11depending　much　upon　the　tr＆di－

tional　sector。　In　the　twenties　and　thirties　a　major　part　of　non－agricu1血ral

employment　was　provided　by　the　semi－modem　sector，a　close　tie　between

agriculture　and　this　sector　was　sustainedandsometimes　even　strengthened，

the　retardation　of　agricultural　growth　was　aggravated　by　increased　food

imports　from　Korea　and　Taiwan　due　to　Japan’s　imperialistic　expansion，

＆nd　a　further　capita1至ntensification　in　dle　modern　sector，particul＆rly

圭n　factory　manufacturillg，put　pressure　o旦the　labour　market，which

shQwed　aImost　no　increase　in　employment　during　the　twenties。These

phenomena　may　be　enough　to　giveαbroad　picture　of　what　we　previously

called　the　differential　structure．　This　was　after　all　created　and　sustained

by　the　condition　ofαn　unlimited　supply　of　Iabour。

　　　　Categorically，the　differential　structure　thus　implies　a　coexistence

of　three　sectors：modern，semi－modemα11d　traditionα1。An　equilibτium

analysis　of　the　growth　process　of　such　an　economy　seems　extremely

di伍cult　and　no　attempt　will　be　made　here　to　present　it、The　description

that　follows　is　intended　to　merely　give　an　idea　as　to　the　background

for　formulating　a　model　for　such　an　analysis．　First，　there　seems　to

exist　no　di価culty　in　applying　the　conventional　notion　of　an　unlimited

supply　of1段bour　to　the　part　of　the　economy　which　is　supposed　to　be

composed　of士he　two　sectors：traditional　and　semi．modem．Secondly，

the　real　di伍culty　lies　in　dealing　with　the　genuinely　modem　sector．For

the　sake　of　simplicity，1et　us　typify　its　nature　by　the　type　of　technology

embodied　in　its　higher　capital　intensity．What　concems　us　most　here

is　its　crea，tion　of　a　higher　wage　rat6which　is　independent　of　the　tradi－

tional　subsistence　leveL　It　goes　without　saying　that　for　a“∫ollower”

country　like　Japan，the　formation　of　the　mo（lern　sector　used　to　depend

heav11y　on　the　so・ca11ed　borrowed・technologies　fτ01n　advanced　counセies．

Adoption　of　such　a　technology・usually　requires　a　higher　capital　intensity

and　realizes　a　higher　Iabour　productivity＆s　compared　with　the　domestic

leveLApossibi互ityofraisingthewagerateforthelabouremployed
in　this　sector　is　thus　introduced．So　far　as　the　labour　thus　employed

cannot　be　replaced　easily　by　the　labour　force　at　large，an　independent

．副
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level of modern wage rates is established. Given severe international 

competition, the late-comers are always pressed to increase industrial 

productivity and the process of catching-up necessarily tends to adopt 

such increases in the wage rates as a 7'esult of the increased productivity. 

Needless to say, during the second phase of Japan's modern economic 

growth, a force of this kind was at work to a considerable extent. 
Accordingly, the demands for the labour force were, so to speak, dualistic : 

one modern and the other semi-modern ; in theory the latter is supposed 

to expand its production to the point where its marginal productivity 

equals the wage rate determined by the traditional level of subsistence 

most prevalent in agriculture, Up until the time the post-war spurt took 

place, such a structure seems to have been basically maintained, 

Now, the post-war spurt for the first time brought forth a relative 

shortage of labour in tlle Japanese economy. It is interesting tb note 

that this is reflected most distinctly by a phenomenon of narrowing the 

range of wage differentials which had previously existed between the 

vigorous young workers and the aged adult workers, and between small-
scale enteiprises and large-scale enterprises. This can be interpreted in 

terms of our categories as follows : a drastic change has taken place in 

the part of the economy in which a condition of an unlimited supply 

of labour had prevailed. The wage rates relevant to that part have 

increased relatively compared to those of the modern sectbr. This 
provides good evidence in retrospect for the fact that during the second 

growth phase the existence 0L surplus labour in this part of the economy 

was a major cause of its low wage level. 

Our final problem is how to link this fact to what was said about 

agriculture in Section II. What we know empirically up to the present 

is limited to what has taken place during the post-war spurt period. 

And something must be said about the coming long phase which is 
s,upposed to follow the end of the spurt. This difiiculty much discourages 

me. I am inclined, with some hesitation, to say the following which 

is much simplified. The coming third phase might be adequately char-

acterized as a possible process of dissolving the traditional organization 

of agriculture together with the traditional elements involved in the 

semi-modern sector. If this ' suggestion is accepted, an important pro-

position can be presented. The long phase of an unlimited, supply of 

labour can be supposed to have ceased at the post-war turning-point of 

general economic growth, which broadly coincides with the turning-

point previously defined with respect to agricult;ure. This I would like 

to call the first Lewis turning-point. This point, however, does not 
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lilean directly the turn towards the maturity 0L modern economic growth, 

because traditional elements still remain in the economy L0r the sub-

sequent years. This is why it is specifically called " the first " turning-

point with expectations for a second to follow. 

In order to give a more explicit bridge between the historical and 

the theoretical concepts, a few words will be needed. In this long 
phase to come, the marginal prihciple will w()rk even in agricalture as 

a basic bellaviour, and in this sense, this sector will become similar in 

nature to the semi-modern sector ; in principle, competitive forces will 

work bet~veen theln, implying that the semi-modern sector will be able 

to increase its employment by raising its deinand price for labour. On 

the other hand, as a part of this sector becomes more moder.nized, it 

wilr beconle similar in nature to the modern sector, and an increased 

demand for the working force in the modern sector will be met by 
raising the level of wage rates. Thus as a whole, the labour supply 

will be limited to a certain extent, but not perLectly, so long as the 

possibility of shifting the labour force from the sector of lower produc-

tivity tQ the sector of higher productivity exists. In this sense, this 

might be labelled the phase of s~,,li-liriiited supplies of labour as distin-

guished from the phase of a limited supply as well as the phase of an 

unlimited supply of labour. A complete modernization of agriculture is 

expected in theory to come after the economy passes throtigh ariother 

turning-point which ~rill demarcate the phase of semi-1iniited stipplies 

of labour and the phase of limited supplies of labour : the point which 

was originally established by Lewis. I would like to call this the second 

Lewis turning-point. 

By way of cdnclusion, I would like to suminarize the following 
major propositions and implications presented in the main iext ; 

(1) In the light of Japan's record of modern economic growth, the 

changing place of agriculture can basically be grasped by the thesis of 

the turning-point, if the theoretical notion can be interpteted cc;risistently 

with the historical turning-points. 

(2) Several historical turning-points can actually be identified with 

regard to growth phases. Among them, the following are specifically 

noted : 

( i ) What ~re c~11 . Gerschenkron's point is identified at aidund 

1905-1906. This is the turning-point towards a genuine inauguration of 

the modein sector but has nothing to do with the inner structural 
changes in agriculture. The turnin*"-point of agriculture is defified as 

the point at which the numbers of the a*"ricultural labour force begin 

_ ~~~~ 
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a　sustained　decrease。　This　is　identified　at　aroulld1952－1953，which

coincides　with　what　we　call　the丘rst　Lewis　tuming－point．

　　（ii）　Unt三l　the　Japanese　economy　arrived　at　that　tuming－Point，

agriculture　had　maintained　its　traditional　elelnellts　almost伽孟o渉o　and

after　that　it　began，for　the五rst　time，the　process　of　modemization．

This　process玉s　expected　to　continue　during　the　coming　long　phase　of

a　semi・1imited　supply　of　labour，until　the　ecollomy　is　able　to　reach　what

we　call　the　second　Lewis　tuming－point．

　　（3）　The　implication　for　the　economies　of　other　Asian　countries

with　surplus　labour　in　agriculture　is　that　the　formation　of　a　diffeエential

structure　is　unavoidable　if　the　modern　sector　grows“successfully，”　and

that　it　is　highly　desirable　to　make　a　sharp　distinction　between　Ger－

schenkronシs　turning－po呈nt　and丘rst　Lewis　tuming－point．And　I　want　to

suggest　that　the　social　implications　of　what　a　differential　struct皿e　would

bring　forth　in　these　comtries　might　deserve　much　more　attention　than

has　usually　been　paid．
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